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Abstract. Schema matching is used for data integration, mediation, and conversion between heterogeneous sources. Never-
theless, mappings identified with an automatic or semi-automatic process can never be completely certain. In a process of
concept alignment, it is necessary to manage uncertainty. In this paper, we present a fuzzy-based process of concept alignment
for uncertainty management in schema matching problem. The ultimate goal is to enable interoperability between different
electronic health records. Data integration of health information is done through the mediation of our ubiquitous user model
framework. Results look promising and fuzzy theory proved to be a good fit for modeling uncertain schema matching. Fuzzy
combined similarities can handle uncertainty in the schema matching process to enable interoperability between electronic
health records improving the quality of mappings and diminishing the human error to verify the mappings.
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1. Introduction16

Health information of a patient is traditionally17

scattered with different stakeholders. Health sys-18

tems provide and consume medical observations,19

clinic history, medical reports, and laboratory results20

of different types, radiology images, and etcetera.21

Hence, in the digital age, handwritten documents22

remain prevalent throughout most of the health sec-23

tor, despite of all efforts to automate and share24

electronic health information among general practi-25

tioners, patients and other stakeholders. Healthcare26

is moving towards “solutions which support a con-27

tinuous medical process and (i) include multiple28

healthcare professionals and institutions, (ii) utilize29

ubiquitous computing healthcare environments and30

(iii) embrace technological advances, typical of the31

domain of today’s pervasive software applications.”32

[1].33

∗Corresponding author: Lourdes Martı́nez-Villaseñor, Facultad
de Ingenierı́a, Universidad Panamericana. Augusto Rodin 498,
Ciudad de México, 03920, México. E-mail: lmartine@up.edu.mx.

Many efforts have been made to automate med- 34

ical information developing Electronic Healthcare 35

Records (EHRs) and standards have been pro- 36

posed to enable sharing and reusing information 37

amongst healthcare software systems. Nevertheless, 38

health care information is very complex and there- 39

fore interoperability between health systems is hard. 40

Different formats and forms are used to capture 41

patient’s personal, social, family and medical history. 42

Patient’s care involves documents of different nature: 43

treatments, tests, progress notes, referrals, imaging, 44

medical charts, and nursing notes just to mention 45

a few. Integration of patient information in EHRs 46

entails interoperability problems. The health ecosys- 47

tem is highly dynamic and medical stakeholders are 48

autonomous. Each of these medical stakeholders is 49

free to begin or leave the interaction with other health 50

systems. Medical information is stored in struc- 51

tured formats including databases, and unstructured 52

documents. This differences result in severe interop- 53

erability problems [2]. 54

In order to achieve syntactic and semantic interop- 55

erability, two commonly used approaches are used: 56
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adoption of standards and conversion/mediation57

between heterogeneous sources. The standard based58

approach is more used in health domain. Major59

international organizations have made huge efforts60

towards standardization, but there is still no universal61

international consensus on standard adoptions. Con-62

version and semantic mediation approaches between63

eHealth standards are always partial and difficult to64

maintain in an open and highly dynamic environ-65

ment like health ecosystem. A combined solution is a66

reasonable option: global standard adoption and con-67

version between major standards. A possible solution68

to overcome limitations of standardization and medi-69

ation approaches and leverage their advantages is to70

integrate elements of both approaches.71

Schema matching is used for data integration,72

mediation, and conversion between heterogeneous73

sources. Nevertheless, mappings identified with an74

automatic or semi-automatic process can never be75

completely certain [3]. A human expert must deter-76

mine the right matches between concepts or correct77

semi-automatic or automatic concept alignments.78

Schema mappings are inherently uncertain [4]. In a79

process of concept alignment, it is necessary to man-80

age uncertainty. There are two basic approaches to81

manage uncertainty in schema matching, those based82

on probability theory or based on fuzzy set theory.83

In this paper, we present a fuzzy-based process84

of concept alignment for uncertainty management in85

schema matching problem. The ultimate goal is to86

enable interoperability between different EHRs. Data87

integration of health information is done through the88

mediation of our ubiquitous user model framework89

[5, 6]. We provide a combined solution using global90

standard adoption and conversion between standards.91

Previous findings of this work were presented in [7,92

8]. The hypothesis of this work is that fuzzy combined93

similarities can handle uncertainty in the schema94

matching process to enable interoperability between95

EHRs. It is expected that a fuzzy based process of con-96

cept alignment improves the quality of mappings and97

diminishes the human error to verify the mappings.98

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.99

Efforts towards the integration of health information100

and EHRs interoperability are presented in Section 2.101

Related work in uncertainty schema matching is pre-102

sented in Section. Our proposal to handle uncertainty103

for EHR Interoperability is presented in Section 4.104

Experiments and results in the application scenario105

are shown in Section 5. Conclusions are given in106

Section 6.107

2. Electronic health records interoperability 108

EHRs are patients’ health information provided by 109

clinicians, laboratories, hospitals, and other health 110

care professionals and organizations. Patients’ infor- 111

mation is stored in the best scenario according to 112

a national or international standard. Formats can 113

include relational databases, structured and unstruc- 114

tured storage. This results in a big interoperability 115

problem [2]. The enhancement of interoperabil- 116

ity among health systems is critical to enable the 117

transformation of health care [9]. There are two 118

main approaches to achieve syntactic and seman- 119

tic interoperability: application of standards and 120

mediation-based approaches. In healthcare domain, 121

interoperability is predominantly based on the 122

application of standards [9]. Many national and inter- 123

national standards and guideline have been proposed 124

to support Health Information Systems (HIS). Nev- 125

ertheless, there is no unanimous consensus regarding 126

the adoption of standards. This means that translation 127

between standards in frequently needed. 128

Semantic-based technologies and mediation 129

approaches between representations are needed 130

to cope with multiple representations and lack of 131

consensus in the adoption of standards problems. 132

The major International Organizations for Stan- 133

dardization providing standard solutions for EHR 134

interoperability are: International Organization for 135

Standardization (ISO) [10], European Committee 136

for Standardization [11], Health Level Seven [12] 137

accredited by American National Standards Institute 138

(AN-SI) [13] and Digital Imaging and Communica- 139

tions Medicine [14]. 140

Major technology players, Google and Microsoft 141

have also tried to contribute with personal health 142

record (PHR) management systems [19]. Google 143

Health offered the users a Web-based system to man- 144

age health information in 2008 but they retired in 145

2012 for lack of adoption. Microsoft HealthVault [20] 146

is still active as a personal health record manage- 147

ment system, but it didn’t achieve the expected user 148

adoption [19]. 149

Although many efforts have been made, there is 150

no international consensus on standard adoptions 151

regarding document formats, terminology, and com- 152

munication protocols in the eHealth community. On 153

the other hand, conversion and semantic mediation 154

approaches between eHealth standards are always 155

partial and difficult to maintain in an open and 156

highly dynamic environment like health ecosystem. 157
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Nowadays efforts point into global standard adoption158

and conversion between major standards.
159

3. Uncertainty in schema matching for health160

information161

The schema matching process is inherently uncer-162

tain; an automatic matching tool can never be certain163

to identify the correct correspondence between two164

elements [3]. Uncertainty management in schema165

matching is commonly done with two approaches:166

probability theory [23] and fuzzy set theory [24].167

To our knowledge, just a few papers in health168

domain discuss uncertainty in relation with EHR.169

Han et al. [21] discussed uncertainties faced by170

clinicians and patients in a process of diagnosis and171

treatment, and they proposed a conceptual taxon-172

omy of uncertainty in health care domain. Although173

the authors do not refer to the uncertainty specifi-174

cally in the application of technology, they do refer175

to the data obtained from different health sources.176

Hence, we used Han’s descriptions and taxonomy177

to try to understand uncertainty in health sources.178

The authors identify different types of uncertainty179

in health care. One of these types is uncertainty by180

source described as “incomplete information, inade-181

quate understanding, or undifferentiated alternatives182

of equal attractiveness” [21]. These types of uncer-183

tainty can be related with conflicts that occur when184

trying to align models of different sources in any185

domain as described in [22] namely: a) Naming con-186

flicts, b) Different graph structure, c) Different scope187

d) Different granularity e) Different focus.188

Health information frequently has naming uncer-189

tainty: the same concept is used in two models with190

different names or the same label defines different191

concepts. Some labels or concepts are incomplete in192

the sense of abbreviations. The names can also be193

ambiguous when using labels that are not meaningful194

in relation of the represented concept. Uncertainty in195

health information can also occur when two models196

describe relevant concepts with different granularity,197

scope or structure. Models can also adhere to different198

vocabulary or using different conventions.
199

4. Uncertain schema matching for electronic200

health records interoperability201

4.1. Ubiquitous user model integration202

As we reviewed in Section 2, health information203

of a patient is scattered and different stakeholders204

provide and consume medical observations, clinic 205

history, medical reports, and laboratory results of dif- 206

ferent types, radiology images, and etcetera. The goal 207

of data integration of patient information in EHRs 208

entails interoperability problems. In order to cope 209

with the aforementioned heterogeneity and dynamic- 210

ity, mechanisms of interoperability must be provided 211

that require the least intervention and effort of the 212

medical stakeholders in order to enable interop- 213

erability respecting the providers’ and consumers’ 214

autonomy. 215

In previous works [5, 6] we presented a frame- 216

work for ubiquitous user model interoperability. 217

This framework can provide semantic mediation 218

between eHealth stakeholders enabling interoperabil- 219

ity for sharing and reusing. The proposed framework 220

enables the interoperability between profile suppliers 221

and consumers with a mixed approach that consists 222

in central ubiquitous user model ontology to provide 223

formal representation of the user profile and a pro- 224

cess of concept alignment to automatically discover 225

the semantic mappings between the user models. 226

The central ubiquitous user model interoperabil- 227

ity ontology (U2MIO) is a flexible representation of 228

a ubiquitous user model to cope with the dynam- 229

icity of a distributed multi-application environment 230

that provides mediation between profile suppliers and 231

consumers. U2MIO can evolve over time to adapt 232

the representation to the changing multi-application 233

environment. The dynamic user profile structure 234

ontology is based in Simple Knowledge Organization 235

System (SKOS) for the Web [25]. SKOS is a W3C 236

recommendation for expressing structure and content 237

of concept schemas. The exchange of information of 238

concept schemas described with a machine-readable 239

standard like SKOS is easier and facilitates sharing 240

and reusing. 241

The process of concept alignment automatically 242

discovers the semantic mapping between the con- 243

cepts of profile suppliers and consumers and the 244

U2MIO ontology in order to interpret the informa- 245

tion from heterogeneous sources and integrate them 246

into a ubiquitous user model. 247

4.2. Ubiquitous user model interoperability 248

ontology 249

The U2MIO represents a flexible user model 250

profile that evolves during time according to the 251

recommendations of the concept alignment. The 252

ontology reuses SKOS ontology [25] designing a 253

central concept scheme for the ubiquitous user 254
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Fig. 1. Interrelations between health stakeholders and ubiquitous
user model.

model and one concept scheme for each profile255

supplier or consumer. Semantic mappings are deter-256

mined between each stakeholder’s concept scheme,257

and the central user model concept scheme by the258

process of concept alignment. Semantic relations259

are set with SKOS properties. This representa-260

tion supports interoperability overcoming semantic261

differences and enables the participation of new262

stakeholders in the interoperability process without263

effort of the profile information provider or consumer.264

Figure 1 shows the interrelations between health265

stakeholders and the ubiquitous user model concept.266

4.3. Process of concept alignment267

In this section, we briefly describe the process of268

concept alignment as presented in previous works269

[26]. We present the modifications made to this pro-270

cess in order to handle uncertainty with a fuzzy-based271

concept alignment in Section 4.4.272

The alignment process enables the interoperabil-273

ity between a document written or translated to274

XML (named source) with the ubiquitous user model275

(named target). The ubiquitous user model (u2m),276

represented in U2MIO ontology, provides articu-277

lation between heterogeneous sources, given the278

mappings from all individual concepts of the sources279

with the corresponding ubiquitous user model con-280

cepts. These mappings enable the interoperability281

between user models. The ubiquitous user model also282

provides articulation with possible EHR consumers:283

new or current stakeholders.284

The process of concept alignment input is usually285

an instance in XML or JSON.286

The process of concept alignment contemplates 287

approximate matching because it not only considers 288

exact match or disjoint (black or white); the matching 289

can consider semantic relaxation suggesting possible 290

answers to requests also including neighbors (hyper- 291

nyms, hyponyms, meronyms) when no exact match 292

is available. It can also be partial because finding all 293

concepts of the source schema is not necessary to 294

consider an alignment useful for this work. 295

Some source documents have concepts that are 296

only useful for the provider, or have concepts with 297

high matching difficulty. Typically, schema matching 298

is performed on “design-time” to address seman- 299

tic heterogeneity, but ubiquitous web applications 300

may require “run-time” matching operations. New 301

stakeholders appear and changes to current stake- 302

holders participating in the interoperability process 303

can be discovered at run-time. In order to cope 304

with this dynamicity, a continuous “design-time” and 305

“run-time” matching strategy can be acceptable [27]. 306

Commonly the goal of the alignment process is to 307

find the best match determining the cardinality of the 308

output alignment is 1 : 1. Since the goal in this work 309

is to verify how uncertainty affects the outcome, we 310

allow 1 : N alignment. This means that the overall 311

match result may relate one concept of the source 312

schema to one or more elements of the target schema. 313

Further explanation is done below. The outcome of 314

each matching technique is determining if the rela- 315

tion between two concepts is Equivalent (=), Related 316

(⊆, ⊇, ∩) or Independent: (⊥). The ultimate action 317

of the concept alignment is the integration of a new 318

schema to the U2MIO ontology in order to enable 319

sharing and reusing. 320

A mapping element is defined as a triple: < 321

cs, ct, R > where: 322

– cs is a source concept expressed as 323

skos:Concept from a source concept 324

scheme CS . 325

– ct is a target concept expressed as 326

skos:Concept from the ubiquitous 327

user model scheme U. 328

– R is a semantic relation (e.g., Equivalent (=); 329

Related (⊆, ⊇, ∩); Independent: (⊥) holding 330

between the entities cs and ct . 331

Two basic elements are available to find mappings 332

between concepts: concept labels and hierarchical 333

structures. Concept values can be used in conflict res- 334

olution when a concept is consumed and to determine 335

if further transformation is necessary for interchange- 336

ability. 337
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A concept scheme is considered as (C, HC) where338

C is a set of concepts arranged in a subsumption hier-339

archy HC. Concept values are not considered in this340

work. Each concept cs in a set of concept source CS341

is defined by: a label string1:string2 where342

string1 is optional and string2 is manda-343

tory, and subclass relationships. When namespaces,344

other than default, are specified in the source doc-345

ument string1 is used. The attribute or element346

identifier corresponds to string2 and it is typi-347

cally described as a simple or compound word in348

natural language. Sub-class relationships set up a349

link with other concepts in the source document.350

The hierarchical structure must be described as a351

skos:ConceptScheme.352

A concept on the target side CT is described by a353

set of labels included in the target skos:Concept354

consisting of lexical labeling, notation and documen-355

tation SKOS properties.356

4.3.1. Similarity aggregation357

It is commonly known, in the schema matching358

research community, that a combination of matching359

techniques improves the precision of the mappings360

found. Three matching techniques are used to deter-361

mine the similarity between concept cs in CS and362

concept ct in CT . Equation (1) is used to aggregate363

the outcome similarities of these three techniques.
364

365

sim0(cs, ct) = max{simDice(cs, ct), dlcs(cs, ct),366

simwordnet(cs, ct)},367

∀cs ∈ CS, ∀ct ∈ CT (1)368

Similarity (simDice(cs, ct) ∈ [0, 1]) based in Dice369

coefficient [27] has the purpose of finding the lexical370

similarity between concept cs in CS and a concept371

ct in U. Dice coefficient is a commonly used sim-372

ilarity measure between words. The main idea is373

to describe the compared words with two vectors374

(a1, a2, . . . , an) and (b1, b2, . . . , bn) that represent in375

this case bigrams of word A and B respectively. The376

general equation (2) incorporates the inner product377

that represents the number of matches between the378

two vectors.379

simDice(A, B) = 2 × ∑n
i=1 aibi

∑n
i=1 a2

i + ∑n
i=1 b2

i

(2)380

Equation (3) calculates the longest common sub-381

string distance similarity (dlcs(cs, ct) ∈ [0, 1]) which382

tries to find if one label is subsumed in the other.383

The semantic similarity (simwordnet(cs, ct) ∈ [0, 1])384

Table 1
Used matching techniques

Type of similarity Purpose Similarity
measure/technique

String similarity High lexical Dice coefficient
similarity
Label inclusion Longest common

substring (2)
Semantic similarity Label equivalence Using WordNet

is based in Wu and Palmer path lengths method [28] 385

using WordNet [29] as an external resource and tries 386

to find the semantic similarity of the labels. Similarity 387

in concepts other than English can be also included 388

if the proper lexical resource is available. Table 1 389

shows a summary of the similarity measures and their 390

purpose. 391

dlcs(cs, ct) = Length(LCS(cs, ct))

min{Length(cs), Length(ct)} (3) 392

In (3), LCS(cs, ct) is a function that returns the 393

longest subsequence common to the two concept 394

labels cs and ct and Length(string) returns the num- 395

ber of characters in string. 396

Max function in (1) returns the highest of these 397

three similarity measures is considered to determine 398

relation R in the triple < cs, ct, R > of a mapping 399

element according of the following criteria: 400

– Equivalent (=): two concept elements cs and ct 401

are equivalent iff sim0(cs, ct) ≥ te. 402

– Related (⊆, ⊇, ∩): two concept elements cs and 403

ct are related iff 0.9 > sim0(cs, ct) ≥ tr. 404

– Independent (⊥): two concept elements cs and 405

ct are independent iff tr > sim0(cs, ct). 406

where te = 0.9 and tr = 0.6. 407

Approximate threshold, α, is associated so that 408

α = te = 0.9.This means that in order to consider a 409

concept to be equivalent (closeMatch or exact- 410

Match) the combined similarity measure between 411

the concepts must at least be 0.9 (see (1)). 412

The previously described similarity measures help 413

to compare individual concepts and verify string sim- 414

ilarity (Dice), label inclusion (longest substring) and 415

label semantic equivalence (Wu and Palmer). Despite 416

the fact that the combined similarity measure (1) cov- 417

ers three aspects that help the process to identify the 418

best suited concepts for alignment, many possible 419

conflicts as the ones described by [22] can occur when 420

dealing with highly autonomous applications. Nam- 421

ing conflicts are frequent when the same label has 422

different meaning in two models or different labels 423
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are used for the same concept. Applications also use424

complex types and different granularity to express425

the same concept as others, grouping or decompos-426

ing data. Labels in these cases are not easily detected427

as meaningful. For example, a date decomposed428

in single integers with confusing descriptions like429

(y, m, d, m, s, f ) for year, month, day, and so on. Lex-430

ical, structural and semantic similarity measures that431

do not consider internal structure constraints are not432

sufficient to deal with these conflicts.433

Two tier matching strategy. The process of concept434

alignment is based on a two-tier matching strategy435

that consists in two phases: element level matching436

and structure level matching.437

Element level matching phase. In the element level438

matching phase, the concepts are directly compared439

to each other without considering the hierarchy struc-440

ture and values. The goal of element level matching441

is given concept cs of the source concept scheme CS ,442

finding in the best concept label ct from a set of con-443

cept candidates for alignment in the target concept444

scheme U.445

The mapping relations cannot be determined only446

with the element level matching process, because447

from this stage the following outcomes are possible:448

Case 1 : Exactly one concept label of the target has449

sim = 1 or equivalent relation, the best-450

suited concept is clearly defined, but it can451

be the case that the labels are homony-452

mous.453

Case 2 : More than one concept label of the tar-454

get has sim = 1 or equivalent relation, so455

in order to disambiguate which concept(s)456

are best suited in the target for alignment,457

context in the hierarchy must be consid-458

ered.459

Case 3 : No concept label of the target is classified460

as equivalent and the best score is related.461

Case 4 : No concept label of the target is clas-462

sified as equivalent and the best score is463

independent.464

Structure level matching phase. The goal in the465

structure level matching step is to disambiguate the466

meaning of the word analyzing its context, this means467

analyzing the structure and meaning of the neighbor468

concepts in the same source document.469

The ultimate goal of this process is to determine the470

best mappings between the concept cs of the source471

Fig. 2. Two-tier matching strategy of the process of concept align-
ment.

concept scheme CS and the best concept ctb from 472

the set of labels CT of the target concept scheme 473

U. From this phase, decision recommendations can 474

be obtained for the inclusion of new concepts, sub- 475

collections and collections in the ubiquitous user 476

model concept scheme allowing it to evolve over 477

time. The structure level matching provides reasoning 478

on structure in order to verify or decline the results 479

obtained in the element level matching phase. In this 480

phase, the context of each cs of the source is analyzed. 481

The sets of neighbors in the source include ancestors 482

and siblings, and the set of neighbors in the target 483

include the concepts of the most related collection in 484

the ontology. 485

In this step, the similarity between the neigh- 486

bor concepts in the source and the neighbors of 487

the best-suited concept(s) in the target are calcu- 488

lated. After this step, a set of IF THEN rules are 489

applied to determine the best semantic mappings and 490

recommendations of concept and collection addi- 491

tions. The process of concept alignment shown in 492

Figure 2 roughly describes the inputs and outputs 493

of each phase. CTb
is the set of concepts that are 494

best suited for alignment. R0(CS, CTb
) are the highest 495

relations obtained from the element level matching 496

phase and R(CS, CT ) are the final semantic mapping 497

relations found between the concepts of the source 498

document and the ubiquitous user model (target). 499

4.4. Fuzzy-Based process of concept alignment 500

Uncertainty is always present in schema matching 501

process, as we stated in Section 3.2. A process of 502

concept alignment must handle or at least deal with 503

uncertainty of schema matching. Uncertainty man- 504

agement in schema matching is commonly done with 505

probability theory or fuzzy set theory. In this work we 506

propose a fuzzy-based process of concept alignment. 507

As we described in Section 4.3.1 the element level 508

matching process has four cases of possible out- 509

comes. We have great interest in Case 2 in this work. 510
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The case in which several candidates have the same511

highest similarity as outcome of the element level512

matching process is very frequent. From (1), we513

can deduce that if several concept labels share the514

same commonly used substring (e.g. “value”, “text”,515

“name”, “type”), the outcome will be Case 2. It can516

also be the case that one or more concepts labels are517

identical but used with different meaning. This ambi-518

guity will cause uncertainty that the structure level519

matching does not always resolve correctly.520

The main idea is to aggregate the outcome simi-521

larities of these three techniques presented in Section522

4.3.1 in a different manner. Instead of using (1), which523

has max function to return the highest similarity, we524

use fuzzy combined similarity measures. To this end,525

we model the uncertainty based on fuzzy set theory526

proposed in [4, 24]. In [4], Gal et al. demonstrate how527

fuzzy theory can be used to model the uncertainty of528

attribute correspondences and schema matching.529

In the process of concept alignment, as we530

explained above, the similarity between each concept531

in the source and each concept in the target is calcu-532

lated. A similarity matrix results of the calculation533

of similarities with each used matching technique.534

Latter these similarity matrixes must be combined to535

determine a final similarity matrix. Gal et al. [4] state536

that the similarity matrix is sufficient to represent the537

uncertainty involved in the matching process.538

4.5. Handling uncertainty with fuzzy combined539

similarity measures540

The calculation of the similarities between two541

concepts is the primary operation in the process of542

concept alignment. It supports schema matching for543

the purpose of data integration, sharing and reusing.544

Recently, several matchers using string, structural545

and/or semantic similarity techniques are combined546

to increase the quality of mappings. As we described547

in previous section, we can model de uncertainty548

involved in the process of concept alignment with the549

similarity matrix. Our proposal to model uncertainty550

is presented below.551

4.5.1. Concept correspondences and similarity552

matrices553

Let A be a mapping element as a triple <554

cs, ct, R > defined as:555

– cs is a source concept expressed as556

skos:Concept from a source concept557

scheme X.558

– ct is a target concept expressed as 559

skos:Concept from the ubiquitous 560

user model scheme U. 561

– R is a semantic relation (e.g., Equivalent (=); 562

Related (⊆, ⊇, ∩); Independent: (⊥) holding 563

between the entities cs and ct . 564

The matching operation determines the alignment 565

A′ for the pair of schemas X and U where X can 566

be any concept scheme constructed from a profile 567

supplier/consumer document and U will always be 568

the ubiquitous user model concept scheme. 569

The model of uncertainty in schema matching 570

described below is based on the work of [4]. 571

Let X and U be schemas with n and n′ concepts. 572

Let S = X × U be the set of all possible concept cor- 573

respondences between X and U. S is a set if concept 574

pairs (cs, ct). Let M(X, U) be an n × n′ similarity 575

matrix over S, where Mi,j represents a degree of sim- 576

ilarity between the i-th concept of X and the j-th 577

concept of U. Mi,j is a real number in [0, 1]. 578

As described in Section 4.3.1 our processes of 579

concept alignment use a combination of matchers 580

build on matching techniques. Given schemas X and 581

U, M(X, U) is the set of three similarity matrices 582

M(X, U). SM is a mapping, transforming in this 583

case three similarity matrices into another similarity 584

matrix. 585

The inputs of SM are three similarity matrices 586

obtained by the used matching techniques summa- 587

rized in Table 1. 588

In the next section, we present our proposed fuzzy 589

based aggregation approach to determine the com- 590

bined similarity matrix as described above. 591

4.5.2. Fuzzy-Based similarity aggregation 592

Equation (1) is used to aggregate the outcome 593

similarities of these three techniques in the process 594

of concept alignment, for now on called for short, 595

MAX aggregation. In this section we present the 596

fuzzy aggregation used to map the outcomes of string 597

and semantic matchers handling uncertainty that con- 598

siders three main steps: (i) fuzzification, (ii) fuzzy 599

inference and (iii) defuzzification. These steps are 600

defined as follows. 601

Fuzzification step receives as inputs the three 602

similarity measures described above: Dice similarity 603

(SD), longest common substring (SC), and WordNet 604

similarity (SW ). Each input is mapped to a set 605

of fuzzy sets Ai using the membership function 606

representation μAi (S) ∈ [0, 1] that expresses the 607
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Fig. 3. Input trapezoidal membership functions definitions: (SD) Dice similarity, (SC) Longest common substring, and (SW ) WordNet
similarity.

degree of belonging of the input S into the fuzzy set608

Ai, as showin in (4).609

μAi : S → [0, 1] (4)610

Particularly, we define each of these similarity611

measures to be partitioned in three fuzzy sets: low,612

medium and high, based on the conditions of aggre-613

gation explained in Section 4.3.1. Figure 3 shows the614

input membership functions of Dice similarity (SD),615

longest common substring (SC) and WordNet sim-616

ilarity (SW ). We implemented these linguistic terms617

with trapezoidal membership functions with standard618

four parameters as summarized in Table 2.619

Then, the fuzzy inference step receives the input620

membership values and performs an inference oper-621

ation in the fuzzy space in order to calculate the622

fuzzy value μ(CS) of the output combined similarity623

Table 2
Parameters used in the standardized

membership functions

Crisp value Parameters

SD, SC, SW Low − {0.0, 0.0, 0.5, 0.7}
Medium − {0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9}
High − {0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.0}

CS Independent − {0.10, 0.0}
Related − {0.13, 0.6}
Equivalent − {0.19, 1.0}

(CS). A set of fuzzy rules are defined to support the 624

inference operation. Considering the k fuzzy rule Rk 625

denoted as (5), where Xi ∈ {low, medium, high} and 626

Yj ∈ {Independent, Related, Equivalent} represent 627

the input and output Gaussian membership functions 628

respectively, and ∧-symbol represents the T-norm. 629
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Fig. 4. Output Gaussian membership functions definition: (CS ) combined similarity.

Rk : if SD ∈ Xi ∧ SC ∈ Xi ∧ SW ∈ Xi,

then CS ∈ Yj
(5)630

For this work, the min function is used as the631

T-norm. In addition, the Mamdani method [32] is632

used in this approach given that the rule base is eas-633

ier to design, interpret and debug using linguistic634

variables.635

Lastly, the defuzzification step calculates the crisp636

output value CS . It uses the max function as T-conorm637

to accumulate the activated terms, and the centroid638

method denoted as in (6) where CS,i represents the639

ith CS value and μ(CS,i) is the membership function640

of that value.641

CS =
∑

i μ(CS,i)CS,i
∑

i μ(CS,i)
(6)642

For our approach, we determine the linguistic term643

sets as: Independent, Related and Equivalent. Figure644

4 shows the output membership functions defined for645

the combined similarity (CS). Table 2 summarizes646

the parameters used in the standardized Gaussian647

membership functions (mean and standard deviation)648

employed in the fuzzy system.649

Table 3 shows the fuzzy rules implemented that650

focus on giving less relevance to the longest common651

substring matching technique in order to disam-652

biguate and correctly select exact matches when653

several candidates for the match share the same sub-654

string.655

4.6. Evaluation metrics656

In order to measure the efficiency and effectiveness657

of the matching/mapping systems, different metrics658

have been proposed in the literature [33].659

In this work, the evaluation of the process of con-660

cept alignment is focused in:661

Table 3
Fuzzy rules base

SD SC SW CS

Medium High Equivalent
High Equivalent

High Equivalent
Medium Medium Related
Medium Medium Related
Low High Medium Related
Low Low Medium Related
Low High Low Independent
Low Low Low Independent
Low Medium Independent
Medium Low Low Independent

– The human effort required by the mapping 662

designer to verify the correctness of the map- 663

pings, which is quantified with the metric 664

overall [33]. 665

– The quality of the generated mappings quantify- 666

ing the proximity of the results generated by the 667

process of concept alignment to those expected 668

with three known metrics: precision, recall, and 669

f-measure [33]. With these metrics a partial 670

measure of the effectiveness of the process is 671

performed. 672

These metrics are based on the notions of true pos- 673

itives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) 674

and false negatives (FN). 675

A human expert provided a list of expected matches 676

(Table 4) and evaluated the outcomes, deciding if the 677

semantic mapping relations found were correct and 678

recommendations make sense. Exact match relations 679

correctly found by the process, and good recom- 680

mendations for concept or collection addition were 681

considered as TP. Wrong exact matches were listed 682

as FP. When the process did not find a relevant 683

exact match, a concept was improperly discarded or a 684

wrong recommendation was made, it was registered 685
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Table 4
Expected outcomes of the matching process

Concept in the source Expected matches with concepts in
the target

gender exactMatch with

patient gender

birthyear Related match with
patient birthDate or add
recommendation to the
most related collection
with exactMatch

country text Related match with address text

or add recommendation to the
most related collection
with exactMatch

country value Discard the concept No Match

or add recommendation to the
most related collection with
exactMatch

country family Discard the concept No Match

or add recommendation to the
most related collection with
exactMatch

country type Related match with address type

or add recommendation to the
most related collection
with exactMatch

country version Discard the concept No Match

or add recommendation to the
most related collection
with exactMatch

country postcode exactMatch with
address postcode

as FN. Properly discarded concepts were recorded as686

TN.687

5. Application scenario of interoperability688

in electronic health records through the689

mediation of ubiquitous user model690

As we pointed out in Section 2, there are many691

standards of EHR content and there is no interna-692

tional consensus on the adoption. Efforts are needed693

to encourage global standard adoption and conver-694

sion between major standards. In Section 3, we also695

recognized how uncertainty is present in health infor-696

mation, and uncertainty is inherent and unavoidable697

in the schema matching process needed for data698

integration. The process of data integration of elec-699

tronic health records must handle or at least deal700

uncertainty.701

5.1. Experiments702

The goal of the experiments is to assess the per-703

formance of our fuzzy-based process of concept704

alignment evaluating the quality of the generated705

mappings. It is also important to determine the contri- 706

bution of the fuzzy combined similarity measures to 707

reduce human effort to rectify the mappings found by 708

the automatic process. To this end, we tested the inter- 709

operability between EHRs through the mediation of 710

ubiquitous user model. 711

We enhanced the ubiquitous user model inter- 712

operability ontology (UMIO) with Fast Healthcare 713

Interoperability Resources (FHIR) Specification, 714

Patient-example.xml [34]. Subsequently, we try to 715

integrate data from Microsoft HealthVault personal 716

health record management system. Basic Demo- 717

graphic Information [35] concepts were aligned 718

with FHIR patient concepts to enable the inter- 719

operability between these two major standards. 720

The Basic Demographic schema has eight con- 721

cepts to be aligned with FHIR patient schema, 722

which has 62 concepts. The matching process is 723

a good example to handle uncertainty: semantic 724

meaning is difficult to interpret given that has nam- 725

ing uncertainty and has concepts with different 726

granularity. 727

Two experiments were executed to compare the 728

performance of the process of concept alignment 729

with the fuzzy-based process. The first experiment 730

was performed with MAX similarity aggregation, see 731

(1). The fuzzy combined similarity measure was con- 732

sidered in the second experiment. It is important to 733

emphasize that in this work, we consider two cases 734

of matching cardinality: 1 : 1 and 1 : N. This means 735

that the overall match result may relate one concept of 736

the source schema to one or more elements of the tar- 737

get schema. Several matches were allowed to identify 738

how ambiguity affects the outcomes. 739

In order to evaluate the outcomes of the 740

experiments, human experts provide the following 741

acceptable expected outcomes of the matching pro- 742

cess shown in Table 4. As we described in Section 743

4.2, each concept cs in the set of concept source CS 744

is defined by a label string1:string2 where 745

string1 is optional and string2 is mandatory. 746

The possible outcomes for each concept will be 747

compared to the resulting outcomes of the processes 748

of concept alignment to determine its correctness. 749

When a concept has two outcomes, both of them 750

are considered correct but it is preferable to gain a 751

mapping that enables reuse and sharing: add recom- 752

mendation with exactMatch established. 753

5.2. Results 754

Case 1: Interoperability between EHRs through the 755

mediation of ubiquitous user model using MAX 756
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Table 5
Concept alignment outcomes of MAX and Fuzzy based

processes. Bold values represent wrong mappings

Concept in
the source MAX Fuzzy

gender exactMatch exactMatch

patient gender patient gender
contact gender

birthyear Adds Adds
relatedMatch exactMatch
to the ontology to the ontology
tbody tr birthyear
tr td

country text relatedMatch relatedMatch
patient text address text
text status
text div
address text

country value exactMatch Adds
identifier value exactMatch
telecom value to the ontology
extension valueDateTime country value
extension valueCode

country familiy exactMatch exactMatch
name family name family

patient name
country type exactMatch closeMatch

identifier type identifier type
type coding type coding
address type
patient type

country version No Match No Match
country postcode relatedMatch exactMatch

td b td b

Table 6
Resulting confusion matrix of the matching process between
HL7 and Basic MHVault using MAX similarity aggregations

Case 1. MAX aggregation Expected matches
Positive Negative

Process of concept Positive TP = 1 FP = 11
alignment (MAX) Negative FN = 5 TN = 3

aggregation. The results of the process of concept757

alignment between HL7 schema and Basic Health-758

Vault PHR are presented in the confusion matrix of759

Table 6. For this experiment, MAX function was used760

for similarities aggregation. It is important to notice761

that Table 5 show more than eight outcomes because762

some concepts in the source were mapped with more763

than one concept in the target. The eight concepts764

in the source were matched to 20 possible concepts.765

More details were provided in Table 5 and discussed766

below. A human expert must rectify each of these767

relations, and this effort must therefore be considered.768

Table 7
Resulting confusion matrix of the matching process between
HL7 and Basic MHVault using Fuzzy similarity aggregation

Case 2. Fuzzy combined Expected matches
similarity measures Positive Negative

Process of concept Positive TP = 4 FP = 5
alignment (Fuzzy) Negative FN = 0 TN = 1

Comparing the expected outcomes from Table 4 769

with the outcomes with MAX similarity aggregation 770

presented in Table 5, we can notice that only two con- 771

cepts in the source have really a correspondent exact 772

match in the target scheme: gender and postcode. 773

Only gender exact match was found. 774

The concepts birthyear and country text were 775

related with incorrect concepts. In particular, the 776

MAX aggregation is causing that all concepts con- 777

taining the substring text in the label were related 778

the concept country text for example: patient text, 779

text status, and text div. All these relations were con- 780

sidered FN, as wrong recommendations were made. 781

Similar problem occurred with country value, 782

country family, and country type concepts since they 783

also were related in these cases with wrong exact 784

matches to concepts in the target, which contain the 785

substring value, family or text. These matches 786

must be rectified and therefore considered FP. In the 787

case of country postcode, a wrong related match was 788

found (FP). 789

Also, country version concept was correctly dis- 790

carded. 791

Case 2: Interoperability between EHRs through the 792

mediation of ubiquitous user model using fuzzy 793

combined similarity measures. The fuzzy-based pro- 794

cess of concept alignment was used to find the 795

mappings between HL7 schema and Basic Health- 796

Vault PHR. The results of the process of concept 797

alignment between HL7 schema and Basic Health- 798

Vault PHR are presented in the confusion matrix of 799

Table 7. We can also compare the expected outcomes 800

in Table 4 with the outcomes of the process with fuzzy 801

similarity aggregation shown in Table 5. As we can 802

see, fuzzy-based process improved the outcomes sig- 803

nificantly given that only ten mappings were found 804

(wrong mappings are presented in bold in Table 5). 805

This implies match less effort of an expert rectifying 806

these relations. 807

Only one exactMatch out of the two relevant 808

matches was found: gender. Similarly to experiment 809

1, the concept postcode was incorrectly matched with 810

concept td b. 811
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Table 8
Efficiency and effectiveness measuring results

Measure Metric Case 1 – Case 2 –
MAX Fuzzy
Aggregation Aggregation

Quality of Precision 8.3% 44%
generated mappings Recall 16.66% 100%
(effectiveness) Overall −1.675 −0.2727

Correct addition recommendations to the most812

related collection were made by the process813

establishing exact matches for the concepts birthyear,814

country text, and country value. In particular the815

fuzzy-based process was able to find the correct816

recommendation in spite of the ambiguity of all con-817

cepts that include the substring text in the label:818

patient text, text status, and text div. The correct819

match with address text was found, and mapping was820

defined as related. All these relations were considered821

TP as correct recommendations were made.822

Sadly, the fuzzy aggregation was not able to find823

the correct recommendations for concepts coun-824

try family, and country type. However the latter825

concept was only related with two out of four826

concepts in the target with subring type in the827

label. Although the outcome is not correct, it is an828

improvement given that less matches must be rec-829

tified diminishing the human effort. Each incorrect830

match is considered FP.831

Also, country version concept was also correctly832

discarded. A wrong exact match was found for coun-833

try postcode (FP).834

The efficiency and effectiveness of the processes of835

concept alignment for MAX aggregation and fuzzy836

aggregation are shown in Table 8.837

The schema matching application example of838

FHIR vs Basic Demographic is particularly difficult839

because many labels have little meaning or contain840

commonly used substring (text, label, type). It841

is an example of case described in Section 4.3. The842

similarity matrix outcomes of the element level phase843

present many candidates for mapping given that LCS844

results in high similarity when the concept label con-845

tains a commonly used substring. As we allow 1 : N846

mappings the high similarity persists. The structure847

level phase was not able to disambiguate the erro-848

neous candidates.849

On the other hand the fuzzy process of concept850

alignment found the right recommendations for the851

concepts: birthyear, country text and country value.852

These process didn’t make the mistakes done by the853

MAX aggregation. The fuzzy combined similarity854

enables a smoother aggregation disambiguating sev- 855

eral homonyms. 856

Results in Table 8 show poor performance of the 857

processes of concept alignment. Nevertheless, it is 858

important to notice that for these experiments a com- 859

plex example was chosen. Out of the element level 860

phase of the process of concept alignment with MAX 861

aggregation very wrong candidates for alignment 862

were selected. These wrong choices propagate and 863

these wrong outcomes cause the precision and recall 864

to fall. 865

Although precision of the fuzzy-based process is 866

not high, it shows a big improvement from the first 867

experiment. Recall on the other hand, presents a huge 868

improvement. Overall metric returns values between 869

0 and 1. “The greater the overall value is, the less 870

effort the designer has to provide” [33]. When pre- 871

cision is less than 50% overall is negative. Result 872

reported in Table 8 show negative outcomes for both 873

processes. Hence the fuzzy combine metric show a 874

significant improvement in comparison with MAX 875

aggregation. 876

6. Conclusions and future work 877

We presented a fuzzy-based concept alignment 878

to find semantic mappings between heterogeneous 879

health stakeholders through the mediation of the 880

ubiquitous user model framework. The uncertainty 881

management in schema matching is commonly done 882

with probability theory or fuzzy set theory. In this 883

work, we presented a fuzzy-based process of con- 884

cept alignment. Two experiments were designed to 885

compare the performance of the processes of con- 886

cept alignment: a) using MAX function for the 887

aggregation of three similarity techniques, and b) 888

although the efficiency and effectiveness results 889

were low, the fuzzy combined similarities signifi- 890

cantly improve the quality of generated mappings 891

and diminished the human effort to rectify the 892

automatic mappings. The focus is to give less rel- 893

evance to the longest common substring matching 894

technique in order to disambiguate and correctly 895

select correct exact matches when several can- 896

didates for the match share the same substring. 897

From this point of view, results look promising and 898

fuzzy theory proved to be a good fit for model- 899

ing uncertain schema matching. Fuzzy combined 900

similarities could handle uncertainty in the schema 901

matching process to enable interoperability between 902

EHRs. 903
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For future work, we are refining the fuzzy-based904

concept alignment. We are trying to implement mul-905

tidimensional fuzzy sets to model uncertainty in906

schema matching.907
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